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Finding the Right Therapeutic and Educational Tools for Children
by Peggy Hundley Spitz
 
OT to Go is the creation of one Occupational Therapist with 38+ years in the field, Peggy Hundley Spitz, and one
Outstanding Teacher with a background in Autism and Early Childhood Development, Carla Spitz Fisher. 

OT to Go specializes in finding the right educational and therapeutic products for the 2-8 year old population. All
children are not created equal, and some develop skills faster or slower than others. That is why we have so many
products to suit many different learning styles- but still address the curriculum goals- -via themes. Find the right
products for the child--and you have a child motivated to learn! 

Children can be visual, auditory or tactile/ kinesthetic learners and no matter what their learning style is, we can address their developmental needs. Our
toys which are offered by themes, can go into different areas: art, water table, sand table, block or dramatic play areas. Additional toys and games are
available for small group, large group or circle time activities, fine motor manipulative, and activities of daily living. These are the areas a child is exposed
to in a general classroom setting. Many of today’s curriculums allow a child to stay in the same area if they so desire, so if you do not have activities related
to the theme of the day or week, what is that child learning? 

Parents know how their children pursue certain passions, and our themes allow the parent to see what toys and games relate to those passions while
expanding the child’s skill and developmental levels. 

OT to Go has published award winning reproducible theme-based books that teach all levels of graphic and scissors skills a parent, teacher or therapist may
encounter. We also carry Scholastic and Carson-Delosa Products that any teacher will tell you the children love. 

We are available to come to your nursery school or elementary school to review thematic products you may be looking for. OT to Go can also do onsite
services on fine motor development, cooking in the classroom or scissor skills development. We also develop home toy parties for groups of parents. 

Peggy Hundley Spitz & Carla Spitz Fisher OT to Go (Outstanding Teaching/Therapy to Go). You can download activities and helpful information at

their website, www.ottogo.com or call 732-859-5102
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